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We investigate the connection between certain algebraic conditions on a subnor- 
mal tuple S and the support of the representing measure ps for S. (-’ 1990 Academic 
Press. Inc 
In this paper we always deal with separable Hilbert spaces and use 
$3(X) to denote the set of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 2. 
For m commuting operators S,, . . . . S, in &I(X) , the operator tuple 
S = (S,, . . . . S,) is called subnormal if there exist a Hilbert space X 3 .?? 
and m commuting normals N, , . . . . N, in B’(X) such that N#c X and 
Ni/X = Si for 1 6 i < m. The operator tuple N = (N, , . . . . N,) is referred to 
as a commuting normal extension of S. Among all such commuting normal 
extensions of the commuting tuple S, there is a minimal one, which is 
unique up to unitary equivalence and which satisfies llNill = llSill for all i [7]. 
An intrinsic characterization of subnormal tuples was provided in [Z]. The 
relevant result is the following. 
PROPOSITION 0. Let S, , . . . . S, be m commuting operators in .9?(X). Then 
statements (i) and (ii) below are equivalent: 
(i) S= (S,, . . . . S,) is a subnormal tuple where each Si is a contraction. 
for all non-negative integers k,. 
Proposition 0 is a consequence of the solution of the Hausdorff Moment 
Problem from the theory of probability and generalizes an earlier result of 
Jim Agler for m = 1 [ 11. Referring to the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [2], it 
is clear that subnormality of a commuting operator tuple S = (S, , . . . . S,) of 
m contractions is equivalent o requiring the multisequence IIS:’ . . . S?,muli ‘,~ 
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to be a moment sequence for each u in 2. Here k,, . . . . k, are nonnegative 
integers and II.11 Y denotes the Hilbert space norm. One is thus led to the 
existence of a probability measure pU such that for all non-negative integers 
ki (1 fi<m), one has 
IlSfl . + d?ul&=j- x’r’-.xpdp,(x ,,..., x,), 
8" 
where Qm denotes the closed unit cube in the positive orthant of the 
Euclidean space R”. Letting (p,(A) U, ~4)~ = pu(A) for any Bore1 subset A 
of Qm and resorting to a standard polarization argument, one obtains 
STkl.. . S*kmSkl 
m 1 -Sb=j x’;I-.x”,-dp,(x ,,..., x,). 
Q” 
The measure ps is a positive operator valued measure on Qm whose total 
variation is equal to the identity operator I on 2”. Since for any u in X, 
there is a unique corresponding measure pU [ 111, the measure ps will be 
referred to as the representing measure for the subnormal tuple S. To 
understand the explicit relationship of ps to the spectral measure of the 
minimal normal extension N of S, the reader may refer to the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 in [8], which is indeed the multidimensional analog of a 
result due to Mary Embry [IS]. The purpose of this paper is to describe 
special classes of subnormal tuples S whose representing measures ps 
are supported on “nice” subsets of the unit cube Qm. For this purpose, 
conditions (ii) in Proposition 0 will be used crucially and some insight 
in their applicability might be gained by noting how two well-known 
results on commuting normal extensions follow in a rather sleek way from 
Proposition 0. 
PROPOSITION 1 [3]. rf S,,..., S, are doubly commuting subnormals in 
98(X) so that SiSj= SjSi for all i and j and S,FS,= S,SF for i# j, then 
s = (S,) . ..) S,) is subnormal. 
Proof Let S,, . . . . S, be doubly commuting subnormals and assume 
without any loss of generality that each Si is a contraction. Then for any 
non-negative integers ki, 
c (-l)PI+--‘+Pm 
0, G<.ytc”,“, 
(“p:) . ..(.I) S1*PI . ..SzP-Sfl ..,Sp 
. . 
= 
( 
1 (-1)P’ 
OLPlGkl 
(“,:> s:Jy) 
(-l)Pm 
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Each factor in the last expression is positive by the subnormality of 
each Si [l] and all the factors are commuting. Thus conditions (ii) in 
Proposition 0 are satisfied. 1 
PROPOSITION 2 [lo]. If S, and S, are two commuting operators in 
B(X) such that S, is subnormal and S, is an isometry, then S= (S,, S,) is 
subnormal. 
Proof: Let S, be a subnormal contraction and S2 an isometry. Then for 
any non-negative integers ki, 
is equal to either 
or the zero operator 0. 1 
The key ideas involved in the presentation below are already present in 
[ 1, 91. Our contribution is mainly to demonstrate how the moment theory 
considerations of [9] can be fitted into the format of model theory 
developed by Agler and in particular to underscore the relevance of 
moment problems for subnormal operator theory. The connection of multi- 
dimensional moment problems with operator theory has also been 
explored in [6]. The subsequent discussion will be greatly facilitated by 
employing the functional calculus used in [2]. In the context of the present 
paper, it suflices to note that if q(z, w) = Cor,p uUgzawB is any polynomial in 
2m complex variables zi, . . . . z,, wi, . . . . w, with complex coefficients Q, 
then for any commuting operator tuple S= (S,, . . . . S,), (q(z, w))(S, S*) is 
to be interpreted as Col,B a,,S*BS”. Here c1 and p are multi-indices and S” 
and SB stand for S;’ . Sz and STD1 . . . S:am, respectively. Conditions (ii) 
in Proposition 0 may now be succintly described as 
(fi (1 -z~w~)~~) (S, S*)>O for all kiaO. 
i= 1 
If p(x) = C, c,x’ is a polynomial in m real variables xi, . . . . x, with com- 
plex coefficients c,, then we formally associate with p(x) a polynomial 
p(z, W) obtained by replacing each xi by ziwi. It will be seen presently that 
this particular association is warranted by the special form of (0). Let .!Y 
denote the set of all polynomials p(x) in m real variables xi, . . . . x, with 
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complex coefficients. For a fixed vector u in 2 and a fixed commuting 
operator tuple S = (S, , . . . . S,), define a linear functional Li on 9 by 
setting Li(p(x)) = ((jY(z, w))(S, S*)u, u)~. In particular, for a multi- 
index CC, we have 
L”,(x”)= ((z”wE)(S, s*)u, U).# = (s*“s”u, u),* = IISaull$. 
Thus subnormality of a commuting operator tuple S of m contractions 
is equivalent to requiring L& for every u in 2, to be a em-moment 
functional [9]. 
The following approximation result is a straightforward generalization 
of Theorem 3.4 in [ 1 ] and is a consequence of Proposition 0. We merely 
comment that at one stage in the proof one needs to appeal to the multi- 
dimensional version of a moment theorem due to Bram [3], which is easy 
to establish. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let D” denote the open unit polydisk in the complex 
space C”, and let A(UF x UIm) denote the space of functions continuous on 
the closed polydisk D” x D” and analytic on D” x D”, equipped with the 
topology of unijorm convergence on compacta. Let M= {f l A(Dm x lDm): 
f(z, 2) > 0 for all z in D”}. If 59 denotes the convex hull of {f E A( D” x III”‘): 
f(z, ~J)=~(~)I-I:c~ U-Z;W;)~‘P(-) h w , w ere ki are non-negative integers and 
p is an m-variable complex polynomial), then $?= M, where %? denotes the 
closure of %? in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. 
We are now in a position to investigate the support of ps corresponding 
to a subnormal tuple S. In what follows, we denote by g the n-tuple 
(g, , . . . . g,) of n polynomials in m real variables x1, . . . . x,. The symbols Vg 
and Wg will be used to denote the algebraic variety {x E KY”: g,(x) = 0, 
l<j<m} and the set {xER”: g,(x)>O, l<j<m}, respectively. For a 
real number r, rS will denote the operator tuple (rS,, . . . . rS,). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S,, . . . . S, be m commuting operators in B(X). Then 
statement (i) below implies statement (ii). 
(i) (a) ny= I (1 - z~w~)~$S, S*) 2 0 for all k, b 0. 
(b) There exists a 6 > 0 such that for any r in the open interval 
(6, l), [ g,(z, w) l-I:= 1 (1 - z,wi)k’](rS, rS*) 20 for all 
kjaO andfor 1 f j<n. 
(ii) S= (S,, . . . . S,) is a subnormal tuple of contractions with its 
representing measure ps supported on Wg n Q”‘. 
Proof Suppose statement (i) is true. By Proposition 0, conditions (a) in 
(i) imply that S is a subnormal tuple of m contractions. Now let p(x) be 
40%!146;?-IO 
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any polynomial in 9 and for any fixed vector u in I?, consider L;JR~PJ~) 
where 6 < r < 1 and 1 < j < n. Clearly one has 
If p(x) = c, c,xa, then ($)(z, 2) = Ix, c, Iz/ 2z/2 3 0. (Here /=I 2X stands for 
lzllZa’ . .. /z,,J~‘~.) Thus to check the positivity of L&( g,pp), it suffices by 
Proposition 3 to check the positivity of (Si(z, w) n;=, (1 -ziwi)“t)(rS, rS*) 
which in fact is guaranteed by conditions (i). Letting r tend to 1, we see 
that L”,( gjpp) 90. It follows now from Proposition 1 in [9] that the 
support of ,u~ is contained in Wg. Since u is arbitrary, it follows that pS 
itself is supported on Wg n Qm. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. Let S,, . . . . S, he m commuting operators in B(X) and 
let p,, . . . . pm be some positive integers. Then statements (i) and (ii) below are 
equivalent. 
(i) (a) n7-r (1 -z~w,)~~(S, *)>Ofor all ki20. 
(b) ((1 -zf’wf’- ... -z~w~) n:==, (1 - z,w,)~‘)(S, S*) 3 
0 for all ki 3 0. 
(ii) S = (S,, . . . . S,) is a subnormal tuple of contractions with its 
representing measure ps supported on {x E l%“: 1 - xp’ - . . - 
xE>O} nQ”‘. 
Proof That (ii) implies (i) follows readily from the integral representati 
on for L;(p(x)). To show that (i) implies (ii), it would be sufficient by 
Proposition 4 to show that 
(( 1 - zpq’ - . . . - zE:“wP$ ) fi (1 - ziw,)k’)(rS, rS*) 2 0 
i= I 
for all r 
close to 1. But this follows from conditions (ii) since one has 
((1-Zf$$+ . . . -2: 
1 ifj, (1 - ZiW;Y’(rS, rS*)) 
( 
m 
= (l-r ZPIzpIwpI _ . _ r2PmZPmWPm m M ) fl (1 - r2ziwi)kf (S, S*) 
i= I > 
= (l-zpl,f’- . . . 
( 
-~pPmw~+((1-r~p~)zf~wf~+ . . 
+(l-rzpm)z~w~) fi ((l-~~w~)+(l-r~)~~w,)~~ (S,S*). 1 
i= 1 > 
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EXAMPLES. Let ql,..., qm be m positive integers and consider the 
domains Q4,, ...,4m = {ZEUZ Iz,lY’+ ... + Iz,,] Ym 6 1 }, The multiplication 
tuple Mz = (M;, , . . . . M;,) on the Bergman space A2(a,,,,.,,,m) is a subnor- 
mal tuple and a detailed discussion of the spectral properties of M, can be 
found in [4]. The case q, = ... = q, = 2 yields the Bergman space of the 
unit ball in C” and in this case the representing measure pM. is supported 
on the simplex {x E [w”: x, 30, . . . . x, 3 0, 1 - x,- ... -&,, > O}. For 
q1 = ... = qm = 4, p,,,. is supported on the positive orthant (X E [w”: 
x,30 , . . . . x,30, 1 -XT- ... -x:20} of the solid ball in KY. 
For the particular examples cited above, the statements regarding the 
support pS of S can be obtained by directly squashing the spectral measure 
of the minimal normal extension of S. (Refer to the proof of Theorem 3.2 
in [8].) The virtue of conditions (i) in Proposition 4 or 5 lies in the fact 
that one is not required to have any specific knowledge about the normal 
extensions of S to arrive at statement (ii) there. In fact, as we will see later, 
a knowledge of conditions like (i) in Proposition 4 or 5 may lead one to 
make interesting observations about the minimal normal extension N of S. 
The following proposition shows how one can require pS to be 
supported on the overlap of a product domain and the unit cube Q”‘. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let S,,..., S, be commuting operators in CA?(X) and let 
pm, (l<l<n-1) be positive integers with l<m,< . . <m,-,<m. Let 
also m, = 0 and m, = m. Then statements (i) and (ii) below are equivalent. 
(i) (a) (nyCI (1 -z~w~)~‘)(S, S*)>Ofor all k;>O. 
(b) (gj(Z, w)nyCI (l-~iw,)~‘)(S, S*)>Ofor all ki>O andfor 
l< j<n where 
g,(x)=l- 1 xp. 
(ii) S is a subnormal tuple of m contractions with its representing 
measure ps supported on Wg n Qm, where g = (g,, . . . . g,) is as 
indicated in (i) above. 
The reader can consider several other possibilities for Wg. For example, 
pS,,Sz may be required to be supported on {XE Iw’: x,x,< CC} n Q2 where 
0 < a < 1 and conditions (b) in (i) of Proposition 4 modified suitably. Note 
that conditions (a) in (i) of Proposition 5 in conjunction with conditions 
CT= i I/Sill 2p1 < 1 certainly guarantee conditions (b) there. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let S,, . . . . S, be m commuting operators in B(Z). Then 
statements (i) and (ii) below are equivalent. 
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(i) (a) (ny=, (1 - .z,w~)~~)(S, S*) 3 Ofor all ki 3 0. 
(b) (gi(z, ul))(S, S*)=O,for ull k,>O and 1 djdn. 
(ii) S is a subnormal tuple of’ contractions with its representing 
measure ps supported on Vg n Q”“. 
Proof. That (ii) implies (i) follows from the integral representation for 
L”,(p(x)). To show that (i) implies (ii), let p(x) = C, c,x’ be any polyno- 
mial in 9. Note that 
L;(gjPP)= ((gj(G w)(Pj)(z, w))(S, S*)% u>z 
= 
l( 
c C,CpS**+wj(Z, w))(S, s*)) s1+fl u, u 
l.B 1 > .P 
= (02.4, u) =o. 
So by Proposition 1 in [9], p,, is supported on Wg. Applying similar 
considerations to -g, (1 <j < n), it follows that pU is also supported on 
the set {x E [w”: g,(x) 6 0, 1 < j < n}. Thus all pL, and consequently ps are 
supported on Vg. 1 
EXAMPLES. Choosing gr(x) = 1 - x1 - . . - x, in the above proposition, 
we see that the representing measure pM. of M; on the Hardy space of the 
unit ball Q,, ,,,. z is supported on the part-of the algebraic variety Vg, inside 
Qm. If in g = (g, , . . . . g,) one chooses gj = 1 - x, (1 6 j 6 k, k < m), one has 
the case of a subnormal tuple S = (S,, . . . . S,) where S,, . . . . S, are 
isometries. The multiplication tuple MZ on the Hardy space of the unit 
polydisk is a case in point. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let S = (S,, . . . . S,) be a subnormal tuple of contractions 
with the minimal normal extension N = (N,, . . . . N,) : 
zf c c, s**&!P =0, then 1 c, N*‘N’ = 0. 
1 1 
Proof Suppose S is a subnormal tuple of m contractions with 
C, c,S*~S~ = 0. By Proposition 7, ps is supported on Vg, where 
g1(x) = cc,xa. 1 
Let E(z) denote the spectral measure corresponding to the minimal normal 
extension N of S. For any Bore1 set A in Iw”, define E’(A) = 
E{zEc=m: (lz,1*, . ..) Iz,[*)E A ). Referring to the proof of Theorem 3.2 in 
[S], it is clear that ps may be identified with PE’( .)/X, where P is the 
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projection of 2” onto 2 and where X denotes the smallest Hilbert space 
reducing N,, . . . . N, and containing 2. Since E’ (support of ps) X is 
reducing for N,, . . . . N, and contains 2, it follows from the minimality 
of N that E’ (support of ps) X=.X and the support of ps must be the 
same as the support of E’. But then by our observations above, for any z 
in the support of E, C, c, (~1” = 0 and this in turn implies that 
1, c,N*‘Na = 0. 1 
Finally we comment that for a subnormal tuple S of m contractions, 
positivity conditions such as (b) in (i) of Proposition 4 guarantee corre- 
sponding positivity conditions for the minimal normal extension N of S. 
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